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ABSTRACT
Depression is one of the most common mood disorders. Tech-
nology has the potential to assist in screening and treating
people with depression by robustly modeling and tracking
the complex behavioral cues associated with the disorder
(e.g., speech, language, facial expressions, head movement,
body language). Similarly, robust affect recognition is an-
other challenge which stands to benefit from understand-
ing and modeling such cues. The Audio/Visual Emotion
Challenge (AVEC) aims toward understanding the two phe-
nomena and modeling their correlation with observable cues
across several modalities. In this paper, we use multimodal
signal processing methodologies to address the two prob-
lems using data from human-computer interactions. We de-
velop separate systems for predicting depression levels and
affective dimensions, experimenting with several methods
for combining the multimodal information. The proposed
depression prediction system uses a feature selection ap-
proach based on audio, visual, and linguistic cues to predict
depression scores for each session. Similarly, we use multiple
systems trained on audio and visual cues to predict the affec-
tive dimensions in continuous-time. Our affect recognition
system accounts for context during the frame-wise inference
and performs a linear fusion of outcomes from the audio-
visual systems. For both problems, our proposed systems
outperform the video-feature based baseline systems. As
part of this work, we analyze the role played by each modal-
ity in predicting the target variable and provide analytical
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interdisciplinary research efforts in computational paralin-

guistics have increased dramatically in the past decade, lead-
ing to the emergence of fields such as social signal process-
ing [54] and behavioral signal processing (BSP) [37]. One of
the central foci of BSP is on addressing societally-significant
health-related problems by applying engineering techniques
and enriching them through collaborations with domain ex-
perts (e.g., psychologists, doctors, clinical providers). State-
of-the-art multimodal signal processing techniques are first
used to extract relevant cues (“features”) from human behav-
ioral signals (e.g., speech, language, gestures, physiology).
Machine learning techniques are then used to map these
features to relevant higher-level descriptions, which can be
used by human experts for informing their analysis and deci-
sion making. BSP methodologies have been applied to vari-
ous medical/clinical domains, including marital conflict and
couples therapy [7,8,26,28], addiction counseling [11,22,60],
autism spectrum disorders [9,12], and metabolic health mon-
itoring in obesity [4, 15]. The Audio/Visual Emotion Chal-
lenge (AVEC) 2014 provides a platform to explore the rel-
evant application domains of depression and affect recogni-
tion. These studies can inform mental health researchers
how depression and affect are associated with several mood
disorders and mental well-being. We use BSP techniques
to investigate these problems, contributing both toward un-
derstanding the two phenomena as well as advancing the
methodologies.



Major depressive disorder, also known as clinical depres-
sion, is a mood disorder that is characterized by persistent
feelings of sadness, low self-esteem, and loss of interest [3]. It
is prevalent in both men and women and across all ages and
ethnicities worldwide [17]. In the United States alone, it is
estimated that 7 percent of the population suffers from de-
pression in a given year and 17 percent at one point in their
lives. In addition to taking a toll on the individual and fam-
ily, depression also causes an enormous economic burden,
costing tens of billions of dollars each year in the United
States [5, 38]. As with many mental health disorders, early
diagnosis and appropriate treatment (e.g., medication, psy-
chotherapy) can help alleviate symptoms and allow people
with depression to live healthier and happier lives [23].

There is a tremendous opportunity for human-centered
engineering to aid in the diagnosis, intervention, and treat-
ment of depression. It is well established that there are
differences in speech production in people with depression,
validated through measurable changes in pitch, loudness,
speaking rate, and articulation after treatment [18, 36, 42].
Language use has also been shown to differ for those diag-
nosed with depression, with one study showing that people
with depression said “I” more frequently than those unaf-
fected [58]. There are also several nonverbal cues that have
been shown to be indicative of depression severity (e.g., an
increase in withdrawing gestures and fewer smiles [20,57]).

Significant related work has been done on the automatic
analysis and prediction of depression using speech and pros-
ody [14, 27, 29, 35, 40, 59] gestures, head pose, and facial ex-
pressions [2,24,41,45,49,56], and a multimodal combination
of these cues [25, 33, 34, 61, 63]. As described in the litera-
ture, there are a variety of challenges in automatically de-
termining whether a person is depressed or not, including:
1) each behavioral signal provides only partial information,
which must be combined to form a more realistic model for
recognizing behaviors indicative of depression; 2) some in-
formation that is relevant may not be available or may be
inherently hidden; 3) defining baseline behavior can be dif-
ficult with limited behavioral data.

In this paper, we attempt to overcome these challenges
by applying BSP methodologies to robustly predict self-
assessed depression severity, fusing multiple sources of infor-
mation across modalities. The second objective of this paper
is to recognize affect in continuous-time from the same mul-
timodal data using similar modeling techniques. Since de-
pression is a mood disorder, these two objectives are related;
moment-to-moment changes in people’s emotions may shed
light onto their underlying state of depression, and affective
state may be an important cue to track when screening for
mental health disorders such as depression.

Arguably the most investigated computational paralin-
guistics topic, emotion recognition consists of predicting the
affective nature of a person (or group of people) using only
the raw behavioral signals (e.g., audio, video, text, physio-
logical signals) and a representative labeled training corpus.
Technical challenges include accounting for: 1) the inherent
subjectivity in the perception of human emotion; 2) intra-
person and inter-person variability and individual idiosyn-
crasies; 3) the context in which the human behavior or in-
teraction took place. In addition, there is also the difficulty
in choosing the most appropriate way to label emotions for
time-series data, i.e., what emotional labels to use and at
what temporal granularity. Two of the most popular anno-

tation schemes are the use of discrete categorical labels (e.g.,
angry, happy, sad, neutral) and continuous attribute-based
(“dimensional”) labels (arousal, valence, and dominance);
the relationship between these categorical and dimensional
descriptors is well documented (e.g., see [10]). Since emo-
tions tend to evolve in a relatively slow manner, as compared
to phonetic sequences in speech or hand/body movements,
the majority of emotion recognition work has assumed that
an emotion is uniform across a pre-determined interaction-
specific temporal period (e.g., at the utterance-, turn-, or
discourse-level). However, continuously tracking emotion is
also of significant importance, particularly when an event
occurs that immediately changes the emotional state of a
person; it also has the advantage of eliminating the deci-
sion on when a judgment should be made (since judgments
are made at all available points in time). This is especially
relevant with multimodal data, where pertinent events may
occur asynchronously across different modalities.

Inspired by previous work, we implement BSP methods
to predict depression and recognize the three most common
dimensional attributes of emotion (valence, arousal, dom-
inance) in continuous-time. For the depression challenge,
we derive visual, audio, and text based cues and experi-
ment with several feature selection strategies to obtain the
optimal set of features predictive of depression. Our sys-
tem provides a subset of features most predictive of depres-
sion level under different experimental settings, but overfit-
ting is an issue given the large feature dimensionality and
relatively few training instances. Though our best system
achieves a root mean squared error (RMSE) value of 7.44
(baseline: 9.26) on the development set, the best RMSE on
the testing set is 10.33 (baseline: 10.86), suggesting overfit-
ting. For the emotion challenge, our methods are based on
fusing frame-wise predictions over multiple modalities. We
hypothesize that different cues carry complementary infor-
mation with respect to the target affective dimension and
perform a weighted combination to obtain our final predic-
tions. Moreover affect evolves steadily over time and sudden
changes are unlikely over a time window containing only a
few frames. We leverage this contextual information during
prediction using similar techniques as proposed in [21], to
process the outputs obtained from various modalities. Our
proposed system achieves correlation coefficients of 0.427,
0.617, and 0.419 on the target valence, arousal, and domi-
nance dimensions, respectively, on the testing set.

Section 2 describes the depression dataset (used for all
experiments), and Section 3 discusses the audio, video, and
text features we extracted. Section 4 describes our proposed
methodologies for the emotion and depression challenges.
We report our results and provide a discussion in Section 5,
and we offer our conclusions in Section 6.

2. DEPRESSION DATASET
We use the Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2014

dataset for our evaluation [51]. This dataset is a subset of
the audio-visual depressive language corpus (AViD-Corpus)
and is composed of 300 webcam video recordings of human-
computer interaction tasks. The total number of subjects is
84, ranging from 18 to 63 years in age. In each recording,
the participant completes either the task of reading aloud a
paragraph (Northwind) or responding to a number of ques-
tions (Freeform), both in German. The duration of the
recordings range from 6 to 248 seconds. The challenge orga-



nizers equally partitioned the 150 Northwind-Freeform pairs
into training, development, and testing sets, maintaining an
equitable distribution across the subjects’ age, gender, and
depression levels.

Each recording was labeled in terms of affective dimen-
sions (valence, arousal, and dominance) and level of depres-
sion. The three affective dimensions were annotated contin-
uously by a team of five naive raters, to obtain a value per
video frame (30 frames/second). The depression level was
labeled as a single value per recording as derived from self-
report analysis using the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)-
II [6]. The AVEC 2014 challenge consists of predicting these
affective dimensions (Affect recognition sub-challenge) and
depression levels (Depression recognition sub-challenge) as
two separate sub-challenges. For more details on the chal-
lenge data set and labels, please refer to [51].

3. FEATURES
We use an assembly of audio, video, and text based fea-

tures for the two sub-challenges, described in detail next.

3.1 Audio

3.1.1 Baseline features
The audio baseline features are adopted from the AVEC

2013 challenge, extracted using the openSMILE toolkit [16].
Feature vectors consist of various acoustic low-level descrip-
tors (LLDs), such as relative spectral (RASTA) MFCCs,
spectral energies, and voicing/unvoiced related features. For
the affect recognition sub-challenge (ASC), we use the frame-
wise LLDs, augmented by a few window-wise functionals
(total count: 79), computed at 100 frames/second. For the
depression recognition sub-challenge (DSC), the LLDs are
augmented by utterance-level static functionals to obtain a
total of 2268 baseline features per recording [51].

3.1.2 Additional features
We construct an additional acoustic feature representa-

tion by combining the speech streams as proposed in [53].
Each of these streams models a different cue in the audi-
tory spectrum that is related to human speech production:
(i) spectral shape, (ii) spectro-temporal modulations, (iii)
periodicity structure due to the presence of pitch harmon-
ics, and (iv) the long-term spectral variability profile. For
each audio frame, these streams are stacked in one feature
vector and subsequently decorrelated and dimensionality re-
duced by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The principal components are computed on all training data,
and only the components that correspond to the 88 largest
singular values are retained, accounting for 90% of the vari-
ance. All deployed feature representations are subsequently
mean variance normalized on a per utterance basis. Applica-
tion of these features in [52] complemented the baseline fea-
tures proposed in the INTERSPEECH 2014 challenge [47].

3.2 Video

3.2.1 Baseline features
The AVEC 2014 challenge also provides local binary pat-

terns (LBP) features, well known for describing facial ex-
pressions [39]. A LBP descriptor, centered at a pixel, is a
binary vector computed by comparing the pixel’s intensity
with those of its neighbors. After the patterns are computed

for each pixel, the LBP descriptor is a histogram with each
bin corresponding to a different binary pattern. Given a
video V (x, y, t), the baseline LBP video features are com-
puted in the Gabor domain along three orthogonal planes
(xy, yt, and xt). These “LGBPTOP” features are computed
dynamically by considering a short video sequence around
each frame to capture temporal changes in facial appearance.

3.2.2 Additional features
Additional LBP features: We compute an additional

set of LBP features, but unlike the baseline features, we cal-
culate LBP features in the pixel domain. Videos are first
subjected to face detection and tracking to extract human
faces at every frame using the standard Viola-Jones face de-
tector in OpenCV. For each video, we compute two types of
LBP features: 1) static features per frame, and 2) LBP fea-
tures computed along three orthogonal planes (LBPTOP) of
the video. The static features are local binary patterns [39]
extracted from the facial region in each frame, without us-
ing any temporal information. These features (a 256 dimen-
sional vector per frame) are computed to complement the
dynamic baseline features, which capture short-term tempo-
ral variation but may be affected by misaligned or missing
faces. The LBPTOP feature [62] consists of a single 768-
dimension feature vector for each video, calculated every
other frame. This is obtained by computing and concate-
nating LBP features along the spatial (xy) and two tempo-
ral planes (xt and yt) of a video. This feature is intended to
capture an overall signature of a subject’s facial expressions.

Motion features: We hypothesize that overall facial and
head motion of the subjects carry important information
about their affective state and depression level. To cap-
ture motion information, optical-flow-based motion vectors
are computed between a pair of consecutive frames at key-
points; please see Fig. 1. The keypoints are detected using
a corner detector algorithm [48]. Total motion per frame is
computed by adding the amount of motion each keypoint
has undergone, thus generating a scalar value per frame.

Features derived from facial landmarks: In addition,
we employ the CSIRO Face analysis SDK [13] to extract fa-
cial landmarks from the video data. We fit 66 landmark
points to the face for each frame, using mean-shift based
deformable model fitting [44] as shown in Fig. 2. Based on
the results, we compute the following frame-wise features:
(1) general head motion of the landmark point (marked red
between the eyes), normalized by face size; (2) averaged two
eyes open-close state, computed as the mean distance of up-

Figure 1: Example of overall motion tracking.



Figure 2: Example of facial landmark fitting.

per and lower landmarks of the eyelids, normalized by eye
width; (3) mouth animation state, calculated as the mean-
squared distance of all mouth landmarks to the centroid of
the mouth, normalized by mouth width; (4) the animation of
all facial landmarks with respect to the middle red point be-
tween the eyes, normalized by face size. The average frame-
wise success rate of facial landmark fitting per session is
93%. We pad zeros for frames with missing feature values.
Note that all video features are computed at a lower frame
rate of 30 frames/second, as compared to the audio feature
extraction rate of 100 frames/second.

3.3 Text
Language use is an important window into the mind and

therefore potentially an indicator of mental and affective
state. To make use of language features, we need tran-
scriptions, which are not provided in the challenge data.
To acquire transcriptions, we posted the FreeForm data on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (Language analysis is trivial for
the Northwind data). Our goal was three transcriptions per
sample, in order to disambiguate in the case of disagree-
ments, but we were only able to obtain two annotations for
most of the 150 samples. The mean word “error” rate be-
tween transcriptions is 30.6%, although this figure is artifi-
cially inflated by the inconsistent use of umlauts and special
characters as in the double “s” case. Lacking enough in-
formation to disambiguate in the case of disagreement, we
randomly picked one transcription for each sample. The lan-
guage features we extract are inspired by sentiment analysis
research, where the word sequence is converted to a signal
(sequence of numbers) by looking up emotional ratings in an
affective lexicon and then functionals are computed across
the signal. We next describe the generation of affective lex-
icon, followed by the extraction of session-level features.

3.3.1 Generating the lexicon
We use the affective lexicon generated by an automated

algorithm of lexicon expansion as described in [30, 31, 50].
We assume that the continuous valence and arousal ratings
(∈ [−1, 1]) of any term tj can be represented as a linear
combination of its semantic similarities dij to a set of seed
terms wi, as shown in (1). ai(wi) represents the weight
corresponding to the seed term wi.

v̂(tj) = a0 +
∑

wi∈seed terms

ai(wi) dij (1)

For the purposes of this work, dij is the cosine similarity be-

tween context vectors computed over a corpus of 170 million
sentences, created by collecting web snippets (up to 500 for
each word in the German Aspell [1] spellchecker) using the
Yahoo! search engine.

The starting point for the lexicon creation was the manu-
ally annotated lexicon Berlin Affective Word List Reloaded
(BAWL-R) [55] that contains continuous valence and arousal
ratings for 2902 German words. These words were used to
form the dimensions of a Distributional Semantics Model
(DSM), a space where each dimension corresponds to the
semantic similarity to a word or concept. We then applied
PCA to create a new DSM of concepts based on the origi-
nal space, using the first 600 principal components. The dij
terms in (1) are calculated on this component space. Using
the entirety of BAWL-R as training samples and the 600
concepts as seeds, we created a system of linear equations
that, when solved using Least Squares Estimation, gives us
the weights ai. Thus we obtain a model that can be used to
generate valence and arousal ratings for any ngram.

For each new term, we created arousal and valence rat-
ings by calculating their semantic similarities with the 2902
words in BAWL-R, transforming them to the component
DSM space, and then applying equation (1).

3.3.2 Extracting session-level features
Every session in the FreeForm data was part-of-speech

tagged using the German version of Treetagger [46]. We
collected all the token unigrams and bigrams and created
ratings using the lexicon expansion algorithm. Before re-
placing the terms with their ratings, we applied multiple
selection criteria to select a fraction of the terms: ngram
level (unigram or bigram), and in the case of unigrams, fur-
ther filtering based on the part-of-speech tag. The outcome
is a multiple filtered version of each transcript, which are
then converted to signals by replacing the terms with their
ratings.

We then generated features by computing functionals across
the signals: length (cardinality), min, max, max amplitude,
sum, average, range, standard deviation, and variance. We
also created normalized versions by dividing by the same
statistics calculated over all tokens, e.g., the maximum of
adjectives over the maximum of all unigrams. This results
in features like, “maximum of valence over unigram proper
nouns” and “range of arousal over all bigrams.”

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
We designed separate methods for the depression and af-

fect recognition sub-challenges, described in detail next.

4.1 Depression Recognition Sub-Challenge
Our proposed DSC method utilizes multiple modalities,

with models trained on functionals of the frame-level LLDs.
Our goal is to combine information across modalities and
data types (Northwind and Freeform experiments) to predict
subjects’ depression ratings.

4.1.1 Modeling
One could envision a hierarchical model, where modal-

ities and experiments are represented by stand-alone sys-
tems. However, the limited sample size of the data would
make training such a model difficult. Instead, we used sim-
ple models and feature-level fusion to keep the complexity
in check: all features are combined into a single vector and



Features Data Dimension Selected
Audio Northwind 865 41
Audio Freeform 865 55
Audio deltas Northwind 427 40
Audio deltas Freeform 427 36
Add. LBP Northwind 768 11
Add. LBP Freeform 768 13
MFCC Northwind 672 42
MFCC Freeform 672 76
MFCC deltas Northwind 304 9
MFCC deltas Freeform 304 8
Motion Northwind 100 8
Motion Freeform 100 6
Text Freeform 1836 42
Video baseline Northwind 16992 67
Video baseline Freeform 16992 12

Table 1: DSC feature groups and the number of
features before/after the first stage of feature se-
lection. Sets in bold are selected at the next stage
using brute force strategy.

used for classification. Our DSC model is a Support Vector
Regressor (SVR), with a second-degree normalized polyno-
mial kernel, a setup that performed particularly well when
confronted with the vastly different features produced for
the different modalities.

4.1.2 Features and Selection
We use the session-level baseline audio features, session-

level means of baseline video features, session-level statistics
(deltas and functionals similar to audio baseline features)
over additional video features, and the text-based features.
All of these features, apart from the text features, are ex-
tracted independently from the Freeform and Northwind
samples, creating a pool of 42092 candidate features. As
the feature dimensionality is extremely high, given the sam-
ple count, we resort to feature selection methods for this
sub-challenge to reduce feature dimensionality.

We propose a multi-stage feature selection approach: 1)
splitting the set of features into smaller groups based on
modality, data (Northwind/Freeform), and the delta func-
tionality; 2) applying supervised feature selection (best-first,
multiple correlation criterion) to each feature group; 3) per-
forming brute-force selection of a few groups and combining
the member features selected in step 2; and 4) performing a
second stage feature selection based on the development set
performance to prevent overfitting. Our goal is to select a
reduced set of the most predictive features across modalities,
thereby addressing data sparsity.

Table 1 lists the feature groups. Northwind and Freeform
derived features are considered separately, along with fea-
tures from different modalities. The audio baseline features
are split into MFCC, MFCC deltas, audio (all other fea-
tures), and audio deltas. The video baseline features are
kept as one group. The rest of the groups correspond to
additional LBPTOP, overall motion, and text features.

4.2 Affect Recognition Sub-Challenge
Unlike DSC, we train separate models for each modality

in ASC, using the audio and video features to predict the
continuous valence, arousal, and dominance ratings. Despite
the availability of textual features closely related to affect,
we were unable to use them due to the lack of time-aligned
transcripts. We design four different systems (two on the
video features and two on the audio features) and perform

System name Frame-wise features Dimensionality
Video system 1 Baseline video features 16992
Video system 2 Additional video features 256+1+68
Audio system 1 Baseline audio features 79
Audio system 2 Additional audio features 88

Table 2: List of features in the 4 ASC systems.

a fusion of their outputs. Table 2 shows a list of the sys-
tems and the constituent features. Baseline and additional
feature systems are configured in order to observe the addi-
tive advantage of using the new set of features across both
modalities. In the next section, we describe the features
preparation, followed by the description of our affect predic-
tion system.

4.2.1 Processing system features
By design, the features from video system are synchro-

nized with the frame-level annotations. However, the audio
features are computed at a higher frame rate and need to
be synchronized with the ratings and the video frames. We
derive local means of audio features computed over multiple
frames and downsample them to be synchronized with the
video features. We list the pseudo code for downsampling
and synchronizing in Algorithm 1. M denotes the number
of frames in the window used to compute the local mean. As
there are 100 audio frames per 30 video frames (3.33 times),
we set M to 4 for minimal audio frame overlap in comput-
ing the local means while retaining information from all the
frames.

Algorithm 1 Obtaining audio features synchronized with
the video features.

Define: {v1, .., vk, .., vK} : Time stamps for video frames.
{a1, .., aj , .., aJ} : Time stamps for audio frames.
{A1, .., Aj , .., AJ} : Original audio features.
{A′1, .., A′k, .., A′K} : Local means audio features synchro-
nized with video frames.
M : Local mean window length
for k = 1 to K do

Compute aj closest to vk.
A′k = mean(A(j−M

2
), ..., Aj , ..., A(j+M

2
))

end for
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Figure 4: Depression prediction RMSE performance on the development set vs. the number of features used
for: (a) single modalities, (b) pairs of modalities, and (c) all modalities only for Northwind or Freeform data.

4.2.2 Predicting Valence, Arousal, and Dominance
We chose a multi-layered system for valence, arousal, and

dominance (VAD) prediction, comprised of four stages: 1)
individual system prediction, 2) processing system outputs,
3) system fusion, and 4) temporal regression. A graphical
representation of the prediction system is shown in Fig. 3.
We describe each stage in greater detail next.

(i) Individual system training: We use all features from
each system and train a linear regression model to predict
the VAD outcomes. We train separate systems for each
dataset (Freeform and Northwind), since they are collected
under different protocols. Therefore, we obtain a total of six
models (3 target outcomes × 2 datasets) for each system.
Our regressor performs an independent frame-wise predic-
tion that does not take context from neighboring frames
into account. We address this issue in the next step.

(ii) Processing system outputs: Independent frame-wise
prediction proposed in step (i) is counterintuitive, since af-
fective states typically evolve smoothly over time. We ex-
ploit this correspondence by linearly combining the VAD
outcomes over a temporal window. We chose a moving av-
erage (MA) filter and tune the filter length (WP ) on the
development set. This low pass operation obtains predic-
tion for frame k based on the unweighted combination of
predictions over a window of length WP centered at k. This
operation has the benefit of removing any high frequency
noise in the individual system prediction introduced during
features extraction, downsampling, and/or prediction.

(iii) System fusion: We linearly fuse the processed outputs
from the four systems produced in step (ii). The weights for
system fusion are again determined by linear regression, thus
minimizing the mean squared error between the fused and
target outcome values. We perform linear regression on the
development set to prevent overfitting to the training set.

(iv) Temporal regression: As the final step, we process
the fused outputs to obtain the final prediction for a frame
using prediction values over a window. For prediction on
the frame k, we perform a linear combination on the fused
outputs, obtained in step (iii), over a window of length WT

centered at k. The weights for combination are determined
using linear regression. In order to tune WT and obtain the
regression coefficients, we evenly split the development set,
tuning WT and training the regressor on the first half and
obtaining predictions on the second. This system accounts
for any contextual dependencies introduced after fusion.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Depression Recognition Sub-challenge
We list the outcome of feature selection per feature group

in Table 1. We then select a subset of feature groups based
on brute-force strategy. Furthermore, we use a best-first
forward search strategy on the combination of features ob-
tained from selected feature groups, this time based on the
performance on the development set. The overall theme of
the feature selection experiments was that the better fea-
tures from each modality came from different experiments,
with audio and text from Freeform and video features from
Northwind combining into the best set (motion features ex-
tracted from Freeform being the exception). The limited
utility of audio features extracted from the Northwind ex-
periment is somewhat perplexing, given that it shares many
characteristics with typical speech experiments.

Fig. 4 shows the prediction performance with addition of
each new feature as obtained by best-first forward search
strategy on the development set. Performance achieved us-
ing features from a single modality is shown in Fig. 4(a),
with audio and video features both reaching about a 9 RMSE
and text features performing far worse. It should be noted
that the SVR model used was not the best tested model for
each individual modality, only for the combination thereof,
so the differences shown may be exaggerated. Performance
achieved using two modalities (i.e., excluding one modality)
is shown in Fig. 4(b). Excluding text or audio features re-
sults in an RMSE of around 8, while removing video has the
worst effect. Still, these plots shows that all modalities con-
tribute. Finally, performance achieved when using only one
of the two available experiments (Northwind or Freeform) is
shown in Fig. 4(c) and is a nice verification of the importance
of both datasets during inference.

Overall the minimum RMSE achieved on the development
set was 7.44, which is a notable improvement over the 9.26
baseline. However, we end up with 179 features (> Number
of training samples) to achieve this performance, so overfit-
ting may still be an issue. Along with this model, we also
tested two additional experimental systems on the testing

System
RMSE

Development Testing
Baseline system 9.26 10.86
Proposed system 1 11.42 10.35
Proposed system 2 7.44 10.56
Proposed system 3 8.51 10.33

Table 3: DSC RMSE performance of the 3 submit-
ted systems on the development and testing sets.



Freeform
Affective Video system 1 Video system 2 Audio system 1 Audio system 2 Fusion Temporal
Dimension Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Regression(WT )
Valence .377 .420(250) .260 .327(1220) .108 .199(170) .024 .127(290) .455 .460(60)
Arousal .366 .416(430) .064 .091(290) .264 .551(600) .088 .320(290) .612 .612(0)
Dominance .225 .275(1200) .254 .329(310) .060 .148(690) .006 .071(260) .368 .369(10)

Northwind
Affective Video system 1 Video system 2 Audio system 1 Audio system 2 Fusion Temporal
Dimension Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Raw Proc.(WP ) Regression(WT )
Valence .285 .316(730) .246 .293(110) .163 .286(240) .035 .104(90) .408 .428(10)
Arousal .413 .450(140) .428 .508(320) .273 .534(260) .035 .146(130) .695 .695(0)
Dominance .332 .375(4200) .287 .390(2040) .180 .321(260) .019 .062(80) .515 .518(10)

Table 4: System-wise correlation coefficient ρ in predicting valence, arousal, and dominance outcomes on the
Freeform and the Northwind development datasets; please see Fig. 3 for system block diagram.

data: i) System 1 – Correlation based feature selection is
applied over all features using all data. No grouping of fea-
tures is done. ii) System 2 – We use the groups indicated
in Table 1 and apply the correlation based feature selec-
tion per group. We select a few groups and do not perform
any further feature selection. iii) System 3 – This system is
as proposed above. Feature selection is applied per feature
group, and then feature selection is performed based on the
development set.

Table 3 lists the results of the three systems on the de-
velopment and testing sets. Note that for results on the de-
velopment set, the training data are used for selection and
training, while for the results on the test set, the concate-
nation of training and development data is used. Despite
large differences in system performance on the development
set, all three proposed systems achieve virtually the same
performance on the testing set.

5.2 Affect recognition sub-challenge
We list the correlation coefficients (ρ) with the target va-

lence, arousal, and dominance labels on the development
set of Freeform and Northwind datasets separately in Ta-
ble 4. ρ obtained on the development and testing sets after
combining prediction from both the datasets are shown in
Table 5. We do not have stand alone system performance
on the testing partition due to unavailability of test labels.

From the results on the development set (Table 4), we ob-
serve that the performance varies across the systems. Pro-
cessing the raw outputs from individual systems provides
substantial gains, particularly in the case of audio features.
This increase in ρ suggests that even though the constituent
features may not be highly correlated with target affective
dimensions, using context in prediction does add informa-
tion, particularly for the audio features. Also, the low pass
filter operation removes the noisy variations in the audio

System
Affective ρ
Dimension Development Testing

Baseline

Valence .355 .188
Arousal .412 .206
Dominance .319 .196
Average .362 .196

Proposed

Valence .443 .427
Arousal .651 .617
Dominance .377 .419
Average .490 .488

Table 5: Combined correlation coefficient (ρ) on the
development and testing sets in ASC.

system outcomes introduced during feature downsampling.
The values of WP and WT vary widely even for same target
variable, across the two datasets. We speculate this to be an
artifact of the data and more robust models may be designed
by defining certain constraints on WP and WT (e.g. a prior).
Combined results (Table 5) over valence and arousal settle
close to the mean of performances on individual datasets.
However, the dominance value does not follow the same pat-
tern. This suggests that the dynamic range of dominance
over the two datasets is different and thus a data specific
evaluation is recommended.

We analyze the performance of each system based on the
correlation of member features to the target affective di-
mensions. Features with high values of absolute correlation
are desirable as we train linear systems. We list the his-
togram count of features falling under various absolute cor-
relation coefficient (|ρ|) ranges in Table 6. We observe that
the ρ values obtained for video systems is fairly good due
to the presence of several features which are highly corre-
lated with the target variables. There are no features with
|ρ| higher than 0.2 in audio system 1 and 0.1 in audio sys-
tem 2. Therefore, the raw performance of these systems is
poor. However, we observe poor performance for a few sys-
tems even in the presence of highly correlated features (e.g.,
Freeform arousal video system 2, Freeform dominance video
system 1). We speculate that this situation arises due to:
1) mismatch between the training and development set and
2) multicollinearity in features leading to poor regression
coefficient estimation.

System fusion obtains better results combining outputs
of individual systems. To analyse this, we list the statis-
tics over the individual system outputs scaled with corre-
sponding fusion regression coefficients in Table 7. The final
outcome is the sum of all such scaled vectors from the four
systems. Thus, each represents the contribution of the cor-
responding system toward the fused output. From Table 7,
we observe that individual systems with higher correlations

Dim. Video 1 Video 2 Audio 1 Audio 2
N 16992 325 79 88

Freeform
Val. 3259/148/0 43/7/6 3/0/0 0/0/0
Aro. 1812/22/0 76/16/0 8/0/0 0/0/0
Dom. 8380/2547/49 62/20/1 12/0/0 0/0/0

Northwind
Val. 3906/417/14 81/11/0 4/0/0 0/0/0
Aro. 3569/323/1 105/13/1 4/0/0 0/0/0
Dom. 6164/1648/103 82/18/0 7/0/0 0/0/0

Table 6: Histogram feature counts with |ρ| in the
range 0.1-0.2/0.2-0.3/0.3-0.4 for the 4 ASC systems.



Freeform
Affective Video Video Audio Audio
Dimension system 1 system 2 system 1 system 2
Valence 1.31 (4.22) 0.27 (1.94) 0.16 (1.85) 0.02 (0.93)
Arousal 2.63 (3.42) -1.25 (1.59) 4.73 (3.91) 0.09 (1.89)
Dominance 0.27 (2.10) 0.23 (4.54) 1.21 (2.24) 0.01 (0.74)

Northwind
Affective Video Video Audio Audio
Dimension system 1 system 2 system 1 system 2
Valence 0.10 (0.94) 0.30 (0.91) 0.34 (0.57) 0.01 (0.43)
Arousal 0.09 (2.63) 0.21 (3.46) 1.29 (4.54) 0.00 (0.07)
Dominance 0.42 (0.42) 0.57 (3.48) 1.46 (2.09) 0.00 (0.30)

Table 7: Mean (standard deviation) over system-
wise contributions (regression coefficient × system
output) from the four ASC systems.

with the target variable have a higher mean contribution
toward the final outcome. Audio system 2 makes little con-
tribution for most of the dimensions, with mean of the scaled
outputs very close to 0. Also, a low standard deviation im-
plies that the values do not deviate too far from 0. All con-
tributions are positive except for arousal for video system 2
in the Freeform dataset; this may be due to a poorly trained
system model in arousal prediction, with the obtained pre-
dictions only used to offset the predictions from the other
modalities. Finally, we observe minor gains using temporal
regression, implying context in fused outcome provides little
information. Overall, our proposed system generalizes well,
as exemplified from the final combined results on the testing
set in Table 5.

5.3 General Discussion
In our experiments for the two sub-challenges, we observe

that even though we surpass the video features-based base-
line for both sub-challenges by using multiple modalities,
the performance gain varies. In ASC, the addition of more
features and modalities provides significant gains. However,
for DSC, we suffer from data sparsity, and learning becomes
more challenging with the addition of more features. In
this work, we focus on developing separate systems for af-
fect and depression prediction. This may not be optimal, as
depression state prediction is correlated with affect recogni-
tion [19,32]. Moreover, we use similar modalities and feature
derivatives to predict the outcomes for both the target vari-
ables. This provides further encouragement to investigate
similarities and inter-relationships between the LLDS, de-
pression level, and affective state. Another challenge lies
in mapping the continuous affective dimensions to a single
global label of depression over the entire interaction. One
suggested approach may involve the use of a few interme-
diate variables in coupling the two outcomes. The inherent
difference between the recording conditions of Northwind
and Freeform of dataset is a further point of investigation, as
the latter is performed under a higher cognitive load. Such
factors may impact the outcomes of the designed systems
and need to be further investigated in the future.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We address the AVEC 2014 – 3D dimensional affect and

depression recognition challenges, proposing methods toward
robust prediction of both variables. For ASC, we present
a four-stage affect recognition model trained over multiple
systems involving audio-visual cues. Our model accounts for
context in prediction to achieve better results. We analyze
the contributions from each modality toward the final out-

come and observe that introduction of audio features helps
us surpass the baseline model trained solely on video fea-
tures. Our experiments suggest that the modalities com-
plement each other in the prediction, albeit to different ex-
tents. In addition, we present a depression recognition sys-
tem, combining audio, visual, and linguistic cues into a sin-
gle discriminative model for DSC. While the system proved
capable of high performance, overfitting was a problem. Our
experiments show an interesting complementarity between
the Freeform and Northwind experiments at the modality
level, with linguistic information from Freeform and visual
information from Northwind combining to form our best per-
forming system.

There is a wide scope for improvements to our current
approaches, both in improving the individual sub-challenge
systems and designing a combined system toward joint pre-
diction. A major barrier for DSC is the insufficient number
of samples to evaluate a large number of features from multi-
ple modalities. We proposed a multi-stage feature selection
scheme which may benefit from more informed results on a
larger dataset. We train linear models for the affective di-
mension recognition system, but we believe that these are
highly simplified mappings between the low-level descrip-
tors and affective state. A more sophisticated system may
be used for capturing the non-linear mappings between the
LLDs and affective state. Moreover, we need to further in-
vestigate models to better capture context. Finally, one may
develop a model to leverage the correlation between depres-
sion severity and affective state. This may provide better
clinical predictions alongside explaining the relationship be-
tween the two complex phenomena.
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